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Abstract: Relationship between ownership structure and firm performance has been a widely discussed issue
among corporate finance scholars. In most parts of world firms have large or concentrated owners in their
structure as concentrated ownership has proved an important tool to align the interest of management and
ownership of firm and remove agency problem. Like many other parts of the world concentrated ownership is
also a norm in the developing economy of Pakistan that almost half of the corporate ownership is held by large
or concentrated owners. So determining the effect of these large owners on performance can be an important
contribution for the efficiency of corporate sector and development of economy. Nature and direction of this
relationship between  large shareholders and firm performance has been checked by taking a sample of 100
listed non financial firms of  Pakistan. Results of Ordinary least square regression analysis reveal that large
share holders significantly and positively affect firm performance when performance is measured by ROA and
ROE that efficient monitoring hypothesis works in Pakistani perspective. But direction of this relationship
reverses when concentration by these large owners goes beyond 50 percent. It may be because of the
hypothesis of private benefits of control by large owners.
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INTRODUCTION objectives of owners and managers do not coincide firm

There has been an intense discussion in corporate agency issue and this  cost  is  termed as agency cost.
finance literature on the issue of relationship between This cost comes in various forms like monitoring cost,
ownership and performance of firm. This discussion roots bonding cost and residual loss. There are various solution
backs to the thesis of Berle and Means [1] which proves proposed  in  literature  to  overcome agency problem.
an inverse relation between dispersed shareholders and One of the most important of these solutions is to
firm performance. According to these scholars ownership concentrate the ownership of firms in the hands of only a
structure of firm is dispersed in the hands of a large small number of large shareholders. These large
number of minority shareholders and they are unable to shareholders are efficient monitors and can force
exert any influence on the management of firm who in fact management to act according to their will. This helps the
controls the affairs of firm. This management of firm on firm’s assets to be efficiently utilized.
the other hand holds such a minimal share of firm’s profit To align managers’ interests with shareholders there
that  they  cannot be motivated to act in the best interest are four controlling forces act in a corporation. They are
of  owners. Instead they pursue their own objectives at the Capital markets, legal and regulatory system, product
the cost of owners’ wealth. This conflict of interest was and  factor  markets  and  the  internal control  system.
later named as agency theory. This theory states that The most direct mechanism is that of internal control
managers are hired by owners of firm to increase the system by which owners can influence managers and
efficiency of firm by using the professional knowledge participate in governance through voting rights and
and entrepreneurial skills of managers. But when the electing supervisory board. Yet the internal control

efficiency suffers and firm has to incur cost to overcome
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system mechanism is effective only under concentrated developing countries of the world concentrated
ownership otherwise minority owner are powerless on ownership is a common phenomenon in Pakistan. So
managerial discretion  and managerial opportunism and knowledge about the direction and existence of such
the management can easily gain private benefits in widely relationship may be helpful in improvement of governance
held firms. system in Pakistan. This study takes into account the

On the basis of above mentioned reasons it can be impact of large shareholders on the value of firm by
concluded that concentrated ownership is a simple considering ownership structure as the exogenous
solution to agency problem between shareholders and variable. Definition of large share holders and
management. There is an extensive literature arguing that performance  indicators used in the study are discussed
large owners can better exert control over management in the following sections of paper. The paper is organized
and participate in decision making rather than minority as follows. Section 1 gives the introduction and
shareholders. Secondly it is commonly observed that theoretical aspects of topic. Section 2 provides review of
most of the firms around world have at least large one literature on the issue. While in section 3 methodology of
shareholder in their structure [2]. We can summarize the the research is discussed. Section 4 covers the analysis of
above discussion  by stating  that  traditionally it is the proposed relationship on the basis of actual data,
argued that there is an opposition between self-interested while last section 5 concludes the study.
mangers and week dispersed shareholders while
according to the new framework of corporate governance, Literature Review: The discussion on the issue of
between managers, large shareholders and small relationship between ownership structure and firm value
shareholders. The new frame work holds immense roots back to the thesis of Berle and Means [1] who
complexity on the issue of ownership-performance described in their thesis that:
relationship. Particularly it is proved that concentrated “It has been assumed that, if the individual is
ownership has its own costs. protected in the right both to use his property as he sees

When large shareholders hold a substantial part of fit and to receive the full fruits of its use, his desire for
ownership and can participate in decision making they personal gain, for profits, can be relied upon as an
may pursue their own personal benefits at the cost of effective incentive to his efficient use of any industrial
minority investors and this process is named as property he may possess. In the quasi-public corporation,
“extraction  of  private  benefits  of  control”  [3]. such an assumption no  longer holds. As we have seen,
Corporate performance is affected almost as much as the it is no longer the individual himself who uses his wealth.
wealth is extracted by large owners. If the firm is Those in control of that wealth and therefore in a position
controlled by large shareholders the market liquidity of to secure industrial efficiency and produce profits, are no
firm shares decrease and it becomes difficult for firm to longer, as owners, entitled to the bulk of such profits.
raise capital or cost of capital increases because of Those who control the destinies of the typical modern
decreased diversification by investors [4]. Another loss corporation own so insignificant a fraction of the
of concentrated ownership is that in case of dispersed company’s stock that the returns from running the
shareholding stock market also acts as an active monitor corporation profitably accrue to them in only a minor
while concentrated ownership deprives firm of this degree. The stockholders, on the  other hand, to whom
monitoring [5]. It is also stated that highly concentrated the profits of the corporation go, cannot be motivated by
firms prevent managers to take initiatives and make those  profits to a more efficient use of  the property,
decisions beneficial for firms which cause a value loss for since they have surrendered all dispositions of it to those
firm and harm firm performance [6]. Thus, a trade off exists in control of the enterprise”
between gains obtainable by monitoring of concentrated On the basis of above statement it can easily be
ownership and managerial discretion due to dispersed judged that according  to these authors, owners of the
shareholders. So investigation of the very nature and firm are unable to exert any influence on the management
direction of this relationship between large shareholders of firm and secure their investments. Secondly there are
and firm performance is crucial for the survival and growth no such owners in the structure of firm who can exert
of firm. pressure on the management of firm to work in owners’

This paper is intended to investigate the relationship best interest. Or in other words we can say there is no
between large shareholders and performance of firm in large shareholder in the structure of firm who can control
emerging economy of Pakistan. As like many other or   replace   management.   While  on  the  other hand it is
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observed that in most parts of the world ownership Thomson and Pedersen [12] studied the influence of
structure is concentrated in the hands of few large owners largest shareholder and identity of largest owner on
or family members [2]. These owners have enough power performance by taking a sample of 12 European countries.
to influence the decisions made by management and They found a positive relationship between ownership
extract private benefits along with improving efficiency of concentration and performance indicator of asset return
firm. So, on the basis of above arguments it is difficult to and market to book ratio. No significant effect of owners’
decide about the effect of large shareholders on the value identity was found except in case of government
of firm. This section takes into consideration the previous ownership which was negatively related to performance.
studies done on the issue and findings of these studies. Lehmann and Weigand [13] explored the relationship

Since the thesis of Berle and Means [1] this topic has between ownership concentration and firm performance.
become a popular subject for research among corporate They used the sample of 361 firms from manufacturing
finance scholars. The researchers have widely and and mining sector of Germany. Return on asset (ROA) and
intensely discussed this topic in their studies. All aspects return on equity (ROE) were used as performance
of this relationship have been considered by researchers. variables along with control variables. To check for the
Despite that there is still no agreement on the nature of impact of owner’s identity on firm performance ownership
relationship among finance scientists. Here we take into was broadly divided in to six categories of industrial firms,
account some other studies which have tried to explore financial firm, family firm, mix firms, foreign firm and
the relationship and found positive link between change. Cross sectional regression analysis showed a
ownership concentrations. A lot of evidences can be negative relationship between ownership concentration
found in literature about the positive relation of and firm performance. When taken into account the
concentrated   ownership    and    performance    of   firm owners’ identity relationship between ownership
[7, 8 and 9]. concentration and return on asset was positive when the

Holderness and Sheehan [10] attempt to check the large owner was a financial institution while negative
effect of majority held and diffusely held ownership on relationship in all other cases.
the performance of firms. They took a sample of 101 Chen [14] examined the relationship between
majority held and 101 diffusely held firms for the period of concentrated ownership and firm value in Chinese
1979-84. Majority held firm is defined as a firm with more context. By taking a sample of 434 firms listed in Chinese
than 50 percent large ownership while diffusely held firm stock exchange they used ordinary least square
had no owners with shareholding of 20 percent and regression to find a relationship between concentrated
above. Firms’ performance  measured  in  terms of ROE owners and  firm  performance. OLS results suggested
and Tobin’s Q. while  standardized  t-test was employed that firm value was positively linked to ownership
to check the effect on performance. No significant concentration when performance measured by Tobin’s Q.
difference was found between the performance of majority Kapopulous and Lazaretoo [15] took a sample of 175
held and diffusely held firms. Greek firms and analyzed the impact of concentrated and

Xiaonian Xu and Yan Wang [11] analyzed the effect managerial ownership on performance of firms. They used
of institutional and state ownership on performance of the model proposed by Demsetz and villalonga [16].
firm by using the data of companies listed on SHSE and Results of OLS and 2SLS suggested a positive linear
SZSE for the period of 1993-95. They used the proxy of relationship between ownership concentration and firm
top ten owners for ownership concentration and variables performance.
of Market to book M/B, ROA and ROE for performance Susano Alonso Bonis and Pablo de Andres Alonso
measurement while controlling the effect of size, growth [17] aimed at investigating the relationship between
and leverage. Using pooled regression analysis positive ownership structure  and  firm performance. They took
effect of institutional ownership was found on into account the endogenous nature of ownership and
performance while state ownership negatively affected peculiarity of Spanish corporate sector. They took a
firm performance. sample of 101 Spanish companies registered in Madrid

Shleifer and Vishny [2] performed a literature survey Stock Exchange. They applied the technique of
of corporate governance in 1196 firms from all over the generalized method of moments allowing them to control
world. The outcome of this survey indicates that the endogeneity problem. Results suggested a positive
ownership concentration can have a strong influence on effect of concentrated ownership on firm value where
firm’s management and can reduce agency problem and ownership concentration measured by shares held by
improve firm performance. largest owner and performance by Tobin’s Q.
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Ali raza fazlzadeh [18] investigated a sample of 137 performance measure of ROA and ROE and dominating
firms registered in Tehran stock exchange in order to ownership was checked. Strongly positive relationship
analyze the relationship between concentrated ownership was found between ownership and performance when
and firm performance. Data for 137 registered firms was controlling owner was a bank and family, individual.
used for the period of 2001-06. Concentration for both Significant relation was found between ownership and
large owners and institutional owners was employed and performance variables and inverse relation for corporation
performance was  measured by ROA while controlling as dominant owners
size, leverage, systematic risk, liquidity and business life
cycle. Results of multivariate regression analysis were Endogeneity of Ownership Structure: The first study
unable to find any relationship between concentration of which proved the endogeneity of ownership structure
large shareholders and firm performance. However a was conducted by Demsetz [22]. Sample included fortune
significant negative impact of institutional ownership 500 companies for the period of 1973-82. This study
concentration was observed on performance. proved that ownership structure is outcome of decision

Laeven and Levine [19] assessed the impact of made by owners. Pattern of shareholding was compared
complex ownership structure on corporate valuation with market value to find the impact of changing pattern
rather than widely dispersed or only one large owner with on firm value. It was claimed that ownership structure that
different controlling and cash flow rights of 1657 firms emerges is the result of shareholders influence on
from 13 different European countries. They defined large decisions and shares trading in market. Shareholders
owner as one having directly or indirectly 10 percent or intentionally change ownership pattern when they agree
more of voting rights of a firm. They used voting and cash on selling their  private holdings to public or when they
flow rights of two largest owners instead of single largest go for secondary distribution of already issued shares.
as independent variable and Tobin’s Q as dependent Potential new and old owners can satisfy their objectives
variable. They used OLS as analysis technique to find the by trading shares in active market and the sequence of
relation  between  variables. By controlling the country their trading indicates the intention of traders. Similarly in
and industry fixed effect, firm size, growth opportunity, case of takeover attempt the buyer is intended to take
capital expenditure, asset tangibility, leverage and type of control of firm while the old owners decide to leave the
large owners, they found strong negative relation ownership at a price and the structure of firm change as
between cash flow right dispersion and future valuation per owner’s objective. Or in other words we can say any
measured in terms of Tobin’s q. ownership structure of the firm is the result of its owner’s

Chiristian andress [20] employed GLS regression to decisions and actions.
check the effect of large shareholders on performance Sanghoon Lee [23] tried to explore the effect of
when large shareholders were founding family and were ownership structure on firm performance in South Korean
actively involved in the management of firms. BY taking context. The dimensions for ownership structure were
the sample of 275 firms registered of Frankfurt stock ownership concentration and ownership identity.
exchange for the period of 1998-2004 they measured Ownership concentration measured as majority
performance in terms of ROA and Tobin’s Q and family shareholders and owners identity as institutional and
ownership by dummy variable. They found positive effect foreign owners. Firm performance was measured by
of large owners on performance. They concluded that accounting rate of return and panel data 2000-06 was
founding family owners have special emotional used. Data on 630 firms registered in Korean stock
attachment with firm and these firms outperform as exchange were collected from Korean information service
compared to other firms with large but non founding while data on ownership was hand-collected from annual
family ownership. reports of each company. The Regression results

Victoria Krivogorsky and Gary Grudnitski [21] suggested a positive relationship between ownership
operationalized the  definition  of  dominant owners concentration  and  firm performance. Reverse  causality
(owner having the largest stake in the company but not or endogeneity of ownership was also tested by using
less than 25%) and supported the exogenous nature of granger causality test and found no evidence of
relationship between ownership and performance due to endogenous ownership. Piecewise linear regression
the stability of dominant ownership in the area and confirms hump shaped relationship between ownership
observed 1533 firm from seven continental European concentration and firm performance. No significant
countries. After controlling firm specific, industry specific relationship was found between owner’s identity and firm
and country specific factors relationship between performance.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS Ownership  is  the primary explanatory variable used

This study is intended to investigate the relationship ownership concentration of large shareholders. This
of ownership structure and firm performance, so those study  uses  the  same  criteria of large shareholder used
firms have been considered which have substantial by La Porta [24]. While the large shareholders are also
influence on the overall performance of corporate sector termed as majority share holders and block holders and
i.e. firms having broader scope of operation and those the same words block holder and majority shareholders
firms for which accounting and other information are for large share holders are frequently used in this
available so population considered is all the companies particular study.
listed in Karachi stock exchange for the period of 2006-09. A shareholder is defined as “large” If it directly or
Karachi stock exchange is the biggest stock exchange of indirectly holds 10 percent or more of a firm’s shares [24].
Pakistan therefore it is considered to be the representative There are various proxies used in research to check the
of whole corporate sector. Secondly data for only effect  of  large  shareholders on  firm’s performance.
registered firms is available. Out of these firms, only non Some researchers used the percentage of voting rights
financial companies were considered because of the owned by largest shareholders [12], while other used
difference in asset structure and profitability pattern of voting and cash flow rights of two largest shareholders
financial firms. Out of this population a sample of 100 [18]. Shleifer & Vishny [25] used ownership stake of three
companies is selected on the basis of availability of data largest shareholders in order to study the impact of
on convenient sampling basis. ownership concentration on performance. On the other

Data is collected from annual reports of the hand Demsetz and Lehn [26] and Demsetz and Villalonga
companies. Reports collected either from the websites of [15] measured ownership concentration by the
individual companies or from KSE web site and LSE shareholding of five largest owners.
headquarter and for some companies directly from the In this research ownership concentration is measured
companies’ head quarters. When considering the by the percentage of shares held by large shareholders
ownership concentration on average 49 percent of firms’ irrespective of their number, because large shareholder
shares considered in the study were owned by large can affect firm considerably with the help of their
owners. substantial voting power. Ownership concentration by

Performance Variables: In finance literature performance Leverage are the control variables whose effect needs to
of firm is measured on two basic criterions. Either market be control in order to avoid ambigious results as they are
base  measures  are  used   or   accounting  measures. firm specific variables and may affect the originality of our
Both types of measures have their own bag of advantages results. Size is measured as log of firm total assets and
and disadvantages and their use depend upon prevailing leverage in terms of debt percentage of asset.
market conditions and corporate governance
environment. We prefer accounting base measures of Model Specification: In order to analyze the effect of
performance as government has a substantial effect on ownership concentration on firm performance, following
firms and market is not much mature and independent so two regression equations have been developed.
market measures may cause biased results. So we cannot Regression analysis is the technique widely employed in
rely on the efficiency of market forces. Return on asset finding   link   between    ownership   and   performance
(ROA)  and return on equity (ROE) have been employed [12 and 15]. Similarly performance variables of Return on
as performance measures. Accounting measure of Assets ROA and Return on Equity ROE are separately
performance are advantageous over market based regressed for the year 2006-09. Dummy variable is used for
measures such as Tobin’s Q. These measures are not Fifty percent or more stakes of large owners to check how
influenced by “market mood” i.e. they do not absorb the more than 50 percent stake of large shareholders affect
fluctuation of market performance. Secondly anticipation firm value. The relationship is checked in presence of
in case of accounting  measures is not possible as they control variable of Size and Leverage.
are result of actual accounting performance of any year
for which they are being used neither for previous year
nor coming year.

in the study. Ownership is measured in terms of

large owners is shown by symbol BLCK. Size and

(1)
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(2)

Here ‘i’ indicates the company and ‘t’ is used for time.

In listed firms ownership is separated from control.
This separation creates disputes among those who
control (managers)  and  those who own (shareholders),
as both parties have conflicting objectives. So agency
problem arises in such companies  and this problem can
be reduced by excessive monitoring [4]. On the other
hand in companies with dispersed ownership,
shareholders are not willing to spend their resources in
monitoring activities. Hence management of firm has the
freedom to use the resources of firm by their own will.
This is called free-rider benefit [27].

Opposite to small owners large shareholders are in
better position to spend a reasonable amount of money
and time on monitoring activities as they have substantial
amount of investment in firm. Hence concentrated
ownership can be used to solve free-rider problem [25]
Along with solving free  rider  benefit large owner can
also control management and implement their decisions
and recommendations. Managers are likely to be expelled
from the firm if they do not act according to the will of
large owners. So large block holder can implement and
enforce any of their decision [2].

Concentrated owners can also harm a firm. As large
concentrated owners have control of firm so they can
implement any of their decision and these large owners
often pursue their personal benefits at the expense of
other investors that is why people hesitate in investing
such firms. Expropriation of firm resources for private
benefits reduces the efficiency of firm and firm loses its
worth. This problem of private benefit extraction becomes
more severe if  voting rights of  large owners are more
than cash flow rights. By this way they can easily exploit
minority owners [28]. They can either enjoy cash flow
themselves or may use firm cash for establishing new firm
and increasing their control rights. They can easily
expropriate resources of firm away from firm minority
owners. Establishing new firm from the fund of already
existing is also a tactic of extracting private benefits [29].

On the other hand researchers such as Demsetz and
Lehn [26] and Demsetz and Villanonga [15] are unable to
find any relationship between performance and
ownership. Demsetz [21] contend there is no link between
firm  profitability and ownership variables. They argue
that ownership structure emerges as the decision and

objective of existing and potential new owners. At the
time of offering of shares in market for sale existing
owners  are  willing  to  disperse  his  holding of shares.
At the  same time new owner is interested in increasing
his stake that particular firm for which stock is being sold.
As a result of investors decisions a new structure
emerges which is mere the outcome of investors
objectives and decisions.

On the basis of existing literature it is quite difficult to
decide whether ownership is linked to performance or
there is no  association   between   these  two variables.
As there  are  empirical evidences available for both type
of arguments.

When controlling block of ownership extract
resources of firm  for private use minority owners suffer.
In this case minority owners are unable to earn a quality
of earning expected by them for particular firm. In other
words value of minority owners is strongly influenced by
the private benefits of majority owners. On the other hand
if investors are not interested to invest in a concentrated
firm, it becomes difficult for the firm to collect equity
finance and it has to bear excessive burden of debt
financing and liquidity of stock of firm suffers and
diversification opportunities  for firm reduce. However it
is very complicated phenomenon and it is not easy to
quantify the loss incurred by firm due to expropriation.
Secondly it is still not clear based on the literature that
whether the net benefits of concentration outweigh
losses.

Statistical Analysis: In order to analyze the
relationship between ownership structure and firm
performance the corporate data of 100 non financial
companies has  been  collected  from 2006-09.
Descriptives for the whole sample have been depicted.
Then correlation of all variables used in the study is
discussed. Regression analysis results for both measure
of firm performance i.e. ROA and ROE have been
discussed in separate tables.

Literature has proved different dimensions of
relationship between the two factors as researchers have
proved that either there is a significant positive
relationship between ownership concentration and firm
performance [30] or both ownership concentration and
firm performance are negatively related. Some researcher
find that ownership is endogenous outcome of
shareholders’ decision [26] or the relationship between
large owners and performance is non linear. In this
research with the help of data of firms registered on
Karachi Stock Exchange the same relationship has been
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investigated.  It  is  expected  that  large   owners   will maximum value of 44. It means earning of companies
positively affect the firm value. Pakistan is a developing included in the sample varies from minus 32 times of
economy and market is not as efficient as United Stated assets to 44 times of assets, while on average the return
and United Kingdom where market forces preserve the or earning on assets for each year is 6 times of asset as
rights of all large and small shareholders. In contrast to mean value of return on asset is 6.17 with standard
those efficient  markets in developing countries large deviation of 10.8. Return on equity ranges from -38.5 to
share holders have to pay monitoring cost to secure their 47.9 which means return or earning on each dollar of
investment. But at the same time extraction of private equity varies from $-38.5 to $47.9. Mean value of ROE is
benefit at the cost of minority shareholders is also an 13.57 which shows that average earning of sample
important consideration which confuses the role of large organizations is 13 times of the owners’ equity. Some
shareholders. The present study has analyzed the extreme values of ROA and ROE have been excluded from
relationship on the basis of real data to come to the sample in order to avoid unusual results. Share
conclusion. As it is the condition of  least square that holding of large shareholders ranges from zero to 91
data should be normally distributed and error term or percent while mean value of large owners’ ownership is
residual should be homoscedastic or there should be no 48.9 percent. So we can say on average almost half of
hetroscedasticity. Secondly there should be no auto organizations shares are owned by large owners or in
correlation in explanatory variables and no other words a few large owners have half of organizations
multicoliniarity. Hence we should check all these shares so we can say in Pakistani context ownership is
considerations  in  our data in regression results, VIF very concentrated. Ownership concentration is most
value and Durban-Watson tell us about multicolinarity important characteristics of sample and the main focus of
and auto correlation respectively, while we check for this study is to check the impact of this characteristic on
normality and homoscedasticity with the help of graphs. firm value or performance. Size of firms varies from 4.6 to

Normality of data can be easily checked with the help 10.9 which is  measured by natural log of assets of firm
of histogram where residual value is show on x-axis and and denoted by SZ and used as control variable to control
frequency of values on y-axis and shape of histogram firm specific characteristics. Another control variable of
depicts the nature of residuals. Histogram showed a leverage is calculated by dividing total liabilities to total
normal distribution which is indication of normality of assets it has mean value of.63 which varies from.031 to
data. 2.6. This maximum value of 2.6 leverage means in a

We can simply say hetroscedasticity as increase or specific firm liabilities are 2.6 times of its assets. It seems
variation in data spread or in other words variance of all strange in first sight but there are certain firms in which
disturbance terms should almost be equal. If we draw a assets show negative values.
graph of variances of disturbances terms by plotting
performance variables ROA on X-axis and residual on y Correlation: Correlation provides the degree of
axis we come to know the level of hetroscedasticity of association between two variables i.e. to what extent a
data if the data gets more dispersed with increasing value specific variable change with a change in another variable.
of ROA. There were only a small number of outliers and It ranges from -1 to +1. Following table shows the
data spread did not  increase with increasing value of correlation summary of all six variables used in this study.
ROA and ROE Hence no evidence were found for Return on asset is significantly positively correlated
hetroscedasticity. to return on equity as both variables are used as measures

Descriptive Statistics: Descriptives include the maximum substitute  that either performance is measured by ROA
value  the  minimum  value   mean   and  standard or in terms of ROE, so positive association between these
deviation of all the five variables considered in this study two variables is quite logical. Significant positive
from  all  companies  from  of  all  sectors.  Following correlation between block holders and ROA is evidence
tables is the summary of descriptive statistics of overall of positive influence of large shareholders on firm
sample. performance as per expectation, based on the hypothesis

There are 400 observations for each variable as data of efficient monitoring. This positive correlation endorses
for four year for each company is considered. Return on the findings of Claessens et al [30] in Asian context and
asset denoted by ROA has the minimum value of -32 and Chen [13] in Chinese context.

of firm performance. Sometimes they may also be used as
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To  check  autocorrelation  between variables respectively. Saghoon lee [22] suggested a non linear
Durban-Watson test has been employed which provides relationship between ownership concentration and firm
the value of correlation of a variable with its own performance measured as ROA. Present study finds a
historical values, i.e. how much a variable is affected by positive relationship between performance and firm size
its previous values. Various inflation factor provides the which is in keeping with the findings of Khanna and
level  of   multicoliniarity   of   independent   variables. Palepu [32]. Current study proves negative relationship
The closer the value of VIF to 1, the less chances of between leverage of firm and performance of firm as found
multicoliniarity, normally VIF value should remain less by Mcconnel and Servaes [33]. Reason for negative
than 5. If the value of VIF goes beyond 5 it is case of relationship is that highly leverage firms are more risky
severe multicoliniarity. Goodness of fit of model is because a substantial amount of money has to pay as
checked by the coefficient  of determination R . interest and risk averse investor avoid to invest in those2

Coefficient of  determination  provides  the extent to firms which have excessive debts. F-statistics also shows
which change in dependent variables is explained by the highly significant of value which is indication of model
change in independent variables. So we can increase the fitness.
goodness of fit by introducing more relevant explanatory Table shows that adjusted R square is 25.5 percent
variables in the regression equation. which means 25.5 percent variability in ROA is due to the

Separate tables are considered for each regression independent variables considered in the equation while
equation. So we decompose our overall regression into 2 almost 74 percent variance is due to other factors not
models and summarize the findings into 2 sections. taken into account in the given equation or because of

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Regression Model 1:

(1)

First model provides the summary of first equation,
which explains the relationship between independent In this model performance is measured by return on
variable  of   large   shareholders   (shareholders   holding equity and ownership concentration by the same proxy
10 percent or more of a firm’s shares) and firm used in model 1. Model summary shows R-square value
performance measured by return on asset ROA. Results of 6.8 percent. Or 6.8 percent variance in ROE is explained
for each model are summarized in a table. This table by the variables considered in the regression equation2.
provides the statistics regarding model fitness, gives This value is substantially low. It means there are many
summary of ANOVA and regression results. other factors which contribute to the variation in ROE.

The table provides a  summary  of regression This value of R-square seems appropriate in this
equation 1. Table shows a significant relationship equation’s context as there are only 3 independent
between ownership by large owners and performance variables used in this relationship. ANOVA which is
variables of return on assets ROA. The result is another measure of model fitness also provides highly
significant at 1 percent level with beta coefficient of 0.25. significant F-statistics.
It means there is positive relationship between shares Table of regression coefficients also provides
held by large owners and ROA or large owners  positively positive relationship between large shareholders stake
affect firm performance. The relationship in this study is and ROE with the coefficient of 0.184 and the relationship
also significant for control variables of size and leverage. is significant at 1 percent alpha, i.e. we are 99 percent
Relationship between size of firm and performance of firm confidant about this coefficient. Many empirical
is positive while leverage negatively affects firm evidences can be found in literature about the relationship
performance. Claessens et al [30] and Sarkar and Sarkar of performance and ownership concentration when
[31] found the same relationship between ownership performance is measured by ROE. Earle et al [34] found
concentration and firm value in Asian and Indian context that   largest    owner’s   shareholding   positively   affects

error term.

Regression Model 2:

Relationship between large owners and ROE

(2)
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Table 1: Variables Summary

Variable Name Symbol Proxy

Dependent Variables

Return on Assets ROA Net earnings/Total assets

Return on Equity ROE Net earnings/Shareholders equity

Independent variables

Large Owners BLCK Percentage of shares held by large shareholders

Size of Firm SZ Natural log of Total Assets

Leverage LVG Total debt/Total Assets

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive Statistics

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

ROA 400 -32.100 44.000 6.176 10.83

ROE 400 -38.500 47.90 13.572 18.51

BLCK 400 0 91 48.95 25.20

SZ 400 4.578 10.859 7.712 1.406

LVRG 400 .031 .868 .62899 3.2886

Valid N (listwise) 400

Table 3: Correlation Coefficients 

ROA ROE BLCK SZ LVRG

ROA Pearson Correlation 1

Sig. (2-tailed)

ROE Pearson Correlation .732 1**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000

BLCK Pearson Correlation .229 .177 1** **

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000

SZ Pearson Correlation .250 .162 -.005 1** **

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .001 .913

LVRG Pearson Correlation -.422 -.162 .047 -.262 1** ** **

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .001 .348 .000

N 400 400 400 400 400

Table 4: Regression Coefficients of Model 1

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients Colliniarity Statistics

------------------------------------------ --------------------------------- -------------------------------

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. Tolerance VIF

1 (Constant) 1.466 3.256 .450 .653

BLCK .107 .019 .249 5.751 .000 .998 1.002*

SZ 1.142 .345 .148 3.310 .001* .931 1.074

LVRG -14.836 1.683 -.395 -8.816 .000 .929 1.076*

R-square 0.261 F-statistics 46.614

Adjusted R-square 0.255 Prob(F-statistic) 0.000*

Durban-Watson 1.990

*Results significant at 1 percent
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Table 5: Regression Coefficients of Model 2 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients Collinearity Statistics

------------------------------------------ --------------------------------- -------------------------------

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. Tolerance VIF

2 (Constant) -7.940 9.580 -.829 .408

BLCK .208 .055 .184 3.797 .000* .998 1.002

SZ 2.578 1.015 .127 2.539 .011** .931 1.074

LVRG -13.579 4.952 -.137 -2.742 .006* .929 1.076

R-square 0.075

Adjusted R-square 0.068 F-statistics 10.753

Durban-Watson 2.030 Prob(F-statistic) 0.000*

* Results significant at 1%,**Results significant at 5%

 
performance when measured by ROE and OE (operating CONCLUSION
efficiency). Bedo and Acs [35] found that largest
shareholder positively affects firm value when measured The issue of relationship between concentrated
in terms of ROE but the results are not significant. Size ownership by large shareholder and its effect on firm
and leverage show the same behavior as in the case of performance has been taken into consideration in this
regression model 1. Size of firm affects the performance paper. Large owners are an integral part of corporate
positively while effect of leverage on performance is ownership around the world and have their special
negative. Size relationship is significant at 5 percent level influence on the performance of firm. So checking the
while leverage relationship is significant at 1 percent. VIF impact of these large owners provides important
value for all three variables is close to 1 which is clear conclusion  about  the  destiny and efficiency  of  firm.
evidence of no multicoliniarity. This paper has taken into account the total percentage

Regression Analysis of Large Owners’ Dummy: effect on firm  performance which is measured by ROA

(1)

This study also investigates the effect of ownership
concentration on firm performance when ownership
concentration by large owners goes beyond 50 percent.
Dummy  variables  for  both ownership by large owner
and managerial owners going greater than 50 percent
introduced  in  all  equations  checking  their impact on
firm value. D indicates the dummy variable for large1 

ownership. Following table shows the impact of the
dummy variable of large owners.

Block holder’s dummy shows a negative relationship
with ROA significant at 5 percent level. This result is
opposite to what we found in the above tables for
ownership concentration. The results suggest that
ownership concentration beyond 50 percent level has a
negative impact on firm  performance. It may be because
of extraction of private benefit hypothesis and
inefficiency of control by large owners.

ownership concentrated by large owners to check their

and ROE. Results of ordinary least square analysis show
a significant  positive effect of  concentrated ownership
on performance of firm. Performance when measured in
terms of ROA and ROE is positively affected by large
ownership (owners having at least 10% of a firm’s shares).
It may be the reason that almost half of the shares of
registered companies are held by large owners i.e. large
ownership  is  an  integral part of Pakistani registered
firms. This positive relationship may be the result of
efficient monitory by large ownership. But when
ownership concentration by large ownership goes
beyond controlling level relationship between large
owners and firm value becomes negative. It may be as a
result of expropriation of resources and exploitation of
minority shareholders by large shareholders.
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